
Manual Startent®



Do you want to draw all the attention to your brand at an event? Do you want a multitude of admiring glances?

Then the Startent® is the eye-catcher you need.

A beautiful trendy tent in high quality that is completely tailored to your needs.

With Visix’s technical know-how and high-tech printing techniques, you can perfectly match such a Startent® with the style and 

experience of your brand.

Many years of research, development and experience make the Startent®, by far, the showpiece of Visix,

a European registered trademark.

Top quality coupled with long-lasting enjoyment and enormous promotional power are the major assets of this unique 

product. Partly thanks to the Startent®, Visix has become the market leader in Europe, as an innovative company with an 

ever-growing export.

Startent®



Manual 
01 | MOUNTING AND INSTALLATION

Step 1: Check all parts

▶ Sail

▶ Pole

▶ Carrybag with ground spikes,

▶ Measuring rope, turning handle

▶ Protective groundsheet

▶ Hammer

▶ Crowbar

Step 2: Measure 

▶ Determine the central point with the center pin. (photo 01-02)

▶ Measure leg 1 from the center pin. (photo 02)

▶ Hang the measuring rope around the center pin AND leg 1 and measure leg 2. (photo 02-03)

▶ Let the rope hang from the center pin and hang the rope from leg 2.  

Now measure leg 3. (same to measure all 6 legs)

Step 3: Placing Ground stakes

▶ Drive the Stakes into the ground up to a protruding part about 5 cm. (photo 04)

Step 4: Placing the groundsheet

▶ Place a protective groundsheet on 1 side of the center pin. (photo 05)
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Step 5:

▶ Lay the canvas open on the ground sheet. With the point away from the center pin.

▶ Attach the aluminum feet to the two pins closest to the tip of the tent.

▶ Lay the other tent arms open towards their corresponding pin. (photo 06)

Step 6:

▶ Slide the pole under the canvas

Tip: person 1 at the front and person 2 at the back, to support the pole.

Person 1 at the front slides the pole into the ring of the tent. Person 2 at the back takes 

care. Make sure the foot of the post rests against the center pin. (photo 07-10)

Step 7: Raising the tent

▶ Person 1 pushes the pole over his head.

▶ Person 2 pulls the tent to the opposite legs. (leg 3 and 4)

Finally work in leg 5 and 6. (photo 11-12)

Step 8: Winding Up and Tensioning

▶ Turn the tent up with the turning handle. (photo 13)

Discover our 
online tutorial
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